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Abstract: As environmental regulations have been strengthened worldwide since the Paris Climate
Agreement, the automobile industry is shifting its production paradigm to focus on eco-friendly
vehicles such as electric vehicles and hydrogen-battery vehicles. Governments are banning fossil
fuel vehicles by law and expanding the introduction of green vehicles. The energy efficiency of
electric vehicles that use a limited power source called batteries depends on the driving environment.
Applying a two-speed transmission to an electric vehicle can optimize average speed and performance
efficiency at low speeds, and achieve maximum speed with minimal torque at high speeds. In this
study, a two-speed transmission for an electric vehicle has been developed, to be used in a compact
electric vehicle. This utilizes a planetary gear of a total of three pairs, made of a single module
which was intended to enable two-speed. The ring gear was removed, and the carrier was used
in common. When shifting, the energy used for the speed change is small, due to the use of the
simple method of fixing the sun gear of each stage. Each gear was designed by calculating bending
strength and surface durability, using JGMA standards, to secure stability. The safety factor of the
gears used in the transmission is as follows: all gears have been verified for safety with a bending
strength of 1.2 or higher and a surface pressure strength of 1.1 or higher. The design validity of the
transmission was verified by calculating the gear meshing ratio and the reference efficiency of the
gear. The transmission to be developed through the research results of this paper has a simple and
compact structure optimized for electric vehicles, and has reduced shift shock. In addition, energy
can be used more efficiently, which will help improve fuel economy and increase drive range.

Keywords: electric vehicle; planetary gear; transmission; gear meshing ratio; gear reference efficiency

1. Introduction

The spread of electric vehicles using environmentally friendly fuels is increasing. The
rapid development of battery technology and automobile technology has become a starting
point. In addition, the success of the electric vehicle market has been accelerated, as major
car manufacturers have reorganized their production around electric vehicles since the
“diesel gate” in 2015, when the emission control scandal broke out [1–4]. According to
the International Energy Agency, the number of electric vehicles sold in 2017 was around
1.1 million units, an increase of 54% from the previous year, and as of 2017, the number of
global electric vehicles was close to 3.1 million. In particular, 580,000 electric vehicles were
sold in China in 2018, up 72% from a year earlier. China has led the global electric vehicle
market, accounting for around half of the world’s sales. The United States also saw a 75%
increase year-on-year to 280,000 units [5]. Several recent studies [6–8] have investigated the
application of multi-speed transmissions to electric vehicle platforms [9]. These are viewed
as one of the most promising options that meet the needs for both a wider range of torque
applications and higher energy efficiencies than single speed equivalents [10,11].

A transmission can be used, depending on driving conditions, with greater torque
and higher speed than a vehicle without a transmission [12]. This reduces unnecessary
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losses and by doing so increases drive range. In the case of an electric vehicle, powered by
batteries which have a limited capacity, power transmission efficiency is the most important
consideration. If an electric vehicle is heavy, there is a loss of power transmission due to the
weight of the vehicle. These results show that heavy electric vehicles that are less efficient
have a reduced drive range, and have batteries that need to be charged more frequently. If
the weight of the vehicle is reduced by 10%, the fuel efficiency of the vehicle is improved
by about 3% to 8%, the acceleration performance is improved by 8%, and the emission of
environmental pollutants is also reduced [13–18]. There is a need for a transmission that is
adaptable to various driving environments, and that optimizes torque and speed according
to the driving speed [19].

2. The Necessity and the Purpose of the Study
2.1. The Necessity of the Study
2.1.1. Necessity of Study on Electric Vehicle Two-Speed Transmission

The spread of cars using environmentally friendly alternative energy is increasing
rapidly, with the growth of electric vehicles being the most noticeable. Electric vehicles
are eco-friendly vehicles that use electric motors and batteries. In general, most electric
vehicles currently do not use transmissions. Due to the power characteristics of the electric
motor, which is the power source of the batteries, a single gear ratio reducer is used instead
of a transmission.

Figure 1A shows the power characteristics of the internal combustion engine. The
maximum torque is generated in proportion to the rotational speed by generating a rel-
atively constant maximum torque up to a certain speed. In general, a car needs a large
torque to accelerate from a standstill and reach a certain speed. To maintain high speeds,
only the torque needed to maintain the speed is required, and this can be achieved with
a relatively small torque. The issue here is that internal combustion engines have some
difficulty in reconciling these two requirements in terms of power characteristics.

Figure 1B shows the power characteristic of the electric motor. The electric motor has
a characteristic of generating a maximum torque at a low rotational speed, and generating
a low torque at a high rotational speed, thereby generating a constant maximum output
regardless of the rotational speed.

The characteristics of the electric motor show a constant power output with high
torque at low speed and low torque at high speed [20].

Nevertheless, the reasons for using transmissions in electric vehicles are as follows.
Figure 2 is an energy efficiency graph of an electric vehicle with a single reducer

and a two-speed transmission. The gray shaded area is where the electric motor operates
at high efficiency. A wider high-efficiency range can be seen when using a two-speed
transmission than when using a single reducer. Due to this, it can improve adaptability
and responsiveness to various driving environments. Many countries around the world,
including Korea, have large and small hills and various types of roads that are hard on
vehicles. To overcome this, a transmission is needed. When torque optimization is possible
according to the driving speed, it can adapt more quickly to various driving environments
and respond faster. Electric vehicles using a single gear reducer have no option but to
increase the motor size if they are to achieve the maximum torque required [21].

However, when one adapts to this driving environment without a transmission, the
size of the motor increases to obtain greater torque, which increases the vehicle body
weight and so battery consumption rate, which impairs practicality. In one case study,
which considered various driving environments, virtual driving was performed in the
FTP75 driving mode of a vehicle. A comparison of a single reduction gear with a maximum
torque of 890 Nm and a three-speed transmission with a maximum torque of 450 Nm
showed that a vehicle with a transmission showed an energy saving of 29% [22].
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Figure 2. Increase in efficiency range of two speed electric vehicle.

Second, with a transmission it is possible to improve both fuel economy and increase
mileage. Figure 3 shows high characteristics in the operating range of the specified range.
The range shown in red in Figure 3 shows high energy efficiency. Equipped with a
transmission, it is possible to drive with high efficiency in various driving environments.
It uses energy from a limited energy source, the battery, more efficiently, resulting in
improved fuel economy and increased mileage.
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2.1.2. Problems with Conventional Transmissions

To change the gear ratio in the existing transmission structure, it is necessary to connect
gears with driven shafts rotating at different speeds. To this end, constant-mesh types use
a dog clutch that connects power between gears. When connecting between dog clutches,
the clutch suffers from wear and tear due to heavy friction that is generated due to the
differing rotational speeds, so the quality of the shift is not good, and the dog clutch sees
wear problems occur. In order to solve this problem, a friction clutch called a synchronizer
ring is used to reduce the speed differences before the dog clutch is connected.

A synchro mesh type is used to match the number of rotations before the dog clutch
is engaged. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, this still does not solve the funda-
mental problem of the structure, which requires a connection between gears with different
rotational speeds [23].

Figure 4 shows the layout of a two-speed transmission for electric vehicles made
using planetary gears. As shown in the figure, the first speed and second speed planetary
gear modules are configured separately. This configuration increases the transmission
housing size and increases the number of parts used. In other words, the weight in-
creases by the increased volume, reducing fuel efficiency and drive range, and increasing
manufacturing costs.
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In the case of the transmission designed in this study, a planetary gear structure
is used, and the sun gear is selectively fixed. To change the gear ratio, one must first
release the clutch of the existing stage that is currently connected to put the sun gear of the
planetary gear module in a no-load state. Then, synchronizing the number of rotations of
the motor to the desired speed of transmission, the rotational speed of the planetary gear
module’s sun gear at the target stage reaches zero. Finally, the shift is completed when the
simple operation of fixing the sun gear in which the clutch of the target stage is stopped is
performed [24–29].

In conventional transmissions, gear-to-gear connections with different rotational
speeds result in shifting wear and tear of the shifting elements. In the process of syn-
chronizing the speed between the gears, the rotational speed of the gear and the energy
consumption of the dog clutch transfer occurs. The transmission designed in this study uses
a structure that simply fixes the sun gear of the planetary gear module that is stopped by
synchronizing the motor speed. With this configuration, the shifting shocks and abrasion of
shifting elements do not occur, and only the energy for the sun gear control is required. In
other words, the transmission energy efficiency is higher than that of existing transmissions,
making this a structure suitable for an electric vehicle where efficiency management is very
important due to the use of a limited power source, such as a battery [30].

2.2. The Purpose of the Study

Most roads have signal and traffic flows, and this causes the vehicle to stop and start
repeatedly. Besides, most cities have many roads that require large torque in addition to
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the plain. Transmission is required to meet these conditions and to ensure driving comfort
and driving stability. In this study, we developed a two-speed transmission for a 100 kW
small electric vehicle. Each gear was calculated according to JGMA standard, and the
transmission was designed using a 3D modeling tool.

3. Transmission Structure Design and Tooth Profile Design
3.1. Design of Transmission Planetary Gear Module

A pair of planetary gear sets were then added, to insert the motor into the planetary
gear unit. The feature of this structure is that no ring gear is required. Power is transmitted
directly to the planetary gear module via the motor sun gear. It consists of a total of three
pairs of planetary gear sets, a carrier, and reduction gear. The ring gear was removed, and
three planetary gears were coaxial. Power input from the motor sun gear is transmitted
through the motor planetary gear, by selectively fixing the first and second sun gears; the
output reduced by the gear ratio of each stage is transmitted to the differential gear through
the carrier.

Figure 5 shows the two-speed transmission layout.
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Figure 6 shows the transmission gear structure: a structure in which a reduction gear
has been added between the planetary gear unit and the differential gear. The advantage
of this structure is that the size of the differential gear and the carrier gear can be greatly
reduced, and various gear ratios realized.
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3.2. Design of 2-Speed Transmission
3.2.1. 3D Modeling 2-Speed Transmission

The two-speed transmission was 3D modeled using design tools. Figure 7 is a 3D
model of a two-speed transmission. It is composed of a planetary gear module, a reduction
gear and a differential gear. Figure 8 is an exploded view of the planetary gear module.
This consists of a first speed planetary gear set, a second speed planetary gear set, a motor
planetary gear set, and a carrier.
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3.2.2. Shift Mechanism of New Type Transmission

Figure 9A,B have been included to make the transmission mechanism of the transmis-
sion easy to understand.

First, in Figure 9A, the first gear shift mechanism locks the first gear in the starting
and first gear shifts. Then, the motor’s power enters the planetary gear module through
the motor sun gear and is transmitted to the motor planetary gear. The transmitted power
is transmitted to the planetary gear of each speed coaxial with the motor planetary gear.
Power reduced by the first gear ratio is transmitted to the carrier. The power transmitted
from the carrier gear to the reduction gear is reduced to the final reduction ratio, and then
transmitted to the differential gear.
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Second, in Figure 9B, the second gear shift mechanism locks the second gear in the
starting and second gear shifts. Then, the motor’s power enters the planetary gear module
through the motor sun gear and is transmitted to the motor planetary gear. The transmitted
power is transmitted to the planetary gear of each speed coaxial with the motor planetary
gear. Power reduced by the second gear ratio, is transmitted to the carrier. The power
transmitted from the carrier gear to the reduction gear is reduced to the final reduction
ratio and then transmitted to the differential gear.

The two-speed transmission in this paper transfers power through the motor sun gear.
It is delivered through the carrier at the gear ratio shifted through the first planetary gear
set or the second planetary gear set. It has a two-speed transmission system structure that
shifts by selectively fixing each sun gear. When the prime mover reaches a certain speed
that must be reached after shifting, since the speed of the sun gear that needs to be fixed is
zero, the energy required for shifting is small and so highly efficient shifting is possible.
Theoretically, the shift shock can be reduced to zero, and the sun gear control mechanism
can be simplified. Finally, this mechanism is suitable for battery-powered electric vehicles
and can also improve energy efficiency.

3.2.3. Calculate Planetary Gear Reduction Ratio

When the sun gear is fixed, the gear ratio of each stage can be calculated from the
number of rotations of the carrier. Table 1 sets out calculations for the speed components
of the gears inside the transmission in the first and second stages. The reduction ratios of
the planetary gear module are the same as in Formulas (1) and (2). Formula (1) represents
the first gear ratio, and Formula (2) represents the second gear ratio. All conditions were
calculated based on sun gear fixing and carrier output.

The gear ratio of the first gear is 3.4511: 1 and the gear ratio of the second gear is
1.8366: 1. The final reduction ratio passed through the reduction gear to the differential
gear is 10.7198: 1 in the first stage and 5.7047: 1 in the second stage. The ratio between the
first and second stages is 1.8791. This is the figure that met the originally planned target.

Motor Sun Gear (SM), Motor Planetary Gear (PM), 1st Speed Sun Gear (S1), 1st Speed
Planetary Gear (P1), 2nd Speed Sun Gear (S2), 2nd Speed Planetary Gear (P2), Number of
gear teeth (Z).

i1 =
−
(

ZP1ZSM
ZPMZS1

)
(

1− ZP1ZSM
ZPMZS1

) (1)

i2 =

(
ZP2ZSM
ZPMZS2

)
(

1− ZP2ZSM
ZPMZS2

) (2)

Table 1. Calculation of first and second planetary gear set gear ratio.

Sun Gear
Rotate at ωSM

All Rotates
at ωS1

÷(1− zP1zSM
zPMzS1

) All Rotates
at ωS2

÷(1− zP2zSM
zPMzS2

)

Motor
Sun Gear ωSM

(
1− zP1zSM

zPMzS1

)
ωSM ωSM

(
1− zP2zSM

zPMzS2

)
ωSM ωSM

Motor
Planetary

Gear
ωPM = − zSM

zPM
ωSM

−
(

1 + zP1
zS1

)
ωSM

−
(

1+ zP1
zS1

)
(

1− zP1zSM
zPMzS1

)ωSM − zSM
zPM

(
1 + zP2

zS2

)
ωSM −

zSM
zPM

(
1+ zP2

zS2

)
(

1− zP2zSM
zPMzS2

) ωSM
1st and 2nd
Planetary

Gear
ωP1 = ωPM
ωP2 = ωPM
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Table 1. Cont.

Sun Gear
Rotate at ωSM

All Rotates
at ωS1

÷(1− zP1zSM
zPMzS1

) All Rotates
at ωS2

÷(1− zP2zSM
zPMzS2

)

1st Sun
Gear

ωS1 = − zP1
zS1

ωP1 0 0
(

zP1
zS1
− zP2

zS2

)
zSM
zPM

ωSM

(
zP1
zS1
− zP2

zS2

)
zSM
zPM(

1− zP2zSM
zPMzS2

) ωSM

2nd Sun
Gear

ωS2 = − zP2
zS2

ωP2
(

zP2
zS2
− zP1

zS1

)
zSM
zPM

ωSM

(
1− zP1zSM

zPM zS1

)
(

1− zP1zSM
zPMzS1

)ωSM
0 0

Carrier 0 − zP1zSM
zPMzS1

ωSM
− zP1zSM

zPM zS1(
1− zP1zSM

zPM zS1

)ωSM
− zP2zSM

zPMzS2
ωSM

zP2zSM
zPM zS2(

1− zP2zSM
zPM zS2

)ωSM

3.3. Evaluation of Gears Strength
3.3.1. Calculation of Bending Strength and Surface Durability

Table 2 summarizes the formulas for the bending stress and the surface durability. The
safety factor against the root bending stress is preferably at least 1.2 or more [31–36]. It is
preferable that the safety factor against the surface durability has a value of at least 1.1 or
more [37–40].

Table 2. Formulas of bending strength and surface durability.

Base Formulas

Tangential force Ft =
2000T1,2

d1,2
= 1.91×107P

d1,2·n1,2
= 1000P

γ
(3)

Torque T1,2 = Ft ·d1,2
2000 = 1000P

ω1,2
= 9550P

n1,2
(4)

Power P = Ft ·γ
1000 = T1,2·ω1,2

1000 = T1,2·n1,2
9550 (5)

Main speed γ = d1,2·n1,2
1.91×104 (6)

Ft ≤ Ft lim, σF ≤ σFP (7)

Allowable tangential force σF = Ft
mn ·b

(
YFS·Yε·Yβ·KA·KV ·KFβ

)
(8)

Root bending stress σFP = 1.5σF lim ·YN ·YX ·BT
SFM

(9)

Safety factor
(Root bending stress) SF = σFP

σF
≥ 1.2 (10)

Ft ≤ Ft lim, σH ≤ σHP (11)

Allowable tangential force Ft lim = σHP
2·d1·bH

u
u±1

(
1

ZH ·ZC ·ZE ·Zε ·Zβ

)2 1
KA ·K′V ·K′Hβ ·K′Ha

(12)

Tooth contact stress σH = ZH ·ZC·ZE·Zε·Zβ

√
Ft

d1·bH

u±1
u

√
KA·KV ·KHβ·KHa (13)

Safety factor
(Surface durability) SH = σHP

σH
≥ 1.1 (14)

Gear specifications were selected based on the reference data and the above formula.

3.3.2. Final Gear Specification

The transmission to be designed in this paper is designed to produce the optimum
specification that meets the driving conditions by calculating the strength of the gear. The
contents are summarized in Tables 3–8 below.
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Table 3. Specification of planetary gear module internal gear.

Motor Sun
Gear

Motor
Planetary Gear 1st Sun Gear 1st Planetary

Gear 2nd Sun Gear 2nd Planetary
Gear

Abbreviation SM PM S1 P1 S2 P2

Type of gear Spur Spur Spur

Module (M) 2.0 2.0 2.0

Pressure angle
(Degree) 20◦ 20◦ 20◦

Number of
teeth (Z ea) 19 32 37 14 32 19

Profile shift
coefficient (Xn) 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3

Face width
(B mm) 30 30 30

Center circle
distance (mm) 52 52 52

Pitch diameter
(d0 mm) 38.000 64.000 74.000 28.000 62.000 38.000

Base diameter
(dg mm) 35.708 60.140 69.537 26.311 60.140 35.708

Tip diameter
(dk mm) 43.200 68.400 78.400 33.200 68.400 43.200

Root diameter
(dr mm) 34.200 59.400 69.400 24.200 59.400 34.200

Table 4. Specification of planetary gear module internal gear bending strength.

Motor Sun
Gear

Motor
Planetary

Gear
1st Sun Gear 1st Planetary

Gear
2nd Sun

Gear

2nd
Planetary

Gear

Abbreviation SM PM S1 P1 S2 P2

Deep hardness 270 270 270

Allowable bending stress
( kgf/mm2)

42.5 42.5 42.5

Tooth profile coefficient (YF) 2.3967 2.4041 2.3544 2.5524 2.4041 2.3967

Load Distribution Factor (YE) 0.73 0.75 0.73

Life factor (YL) 1.50 1.50 1.50

Dimension factor (YFX) 1.00 1.00 1.00

Dynamic Load Factor (KV) 1.40 1.40 1.40

Overload factor (KO) 1.25 1.25 1.25

Bending safety breakage rate
(SF) 1.00 1.00 1.00

Bending
strength

safety factor

1set 0.807 0.804 0.992 0.915 1.264 1.268

3set 1.937 1.930 2.381 2.196 3.034 3.043
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Table 5. Specification of planetary gear module internal gear surface durability.

Motor Sun
Gear

Motor
Planetary

Gear
1st Sun Gear 1st Planetary

Gear
2nd Sun

Gear
2nd

Planetary
Gear

Abbreviation SM PM S1 P1 S2 P2

Surface hardness 660 660 660

Allowable hertz stress
(kgf/mm2) 166 166 166

Area coefficient (ZH) 2.356 2.356 2.356

Material constant coefficient
(ZM) 189.8 189.8 189.8

Meshing rate coefficient (ZE) 1.000 1.000 1.000

Life factor (KHL) 1.344 1.344 1.344

Lubricant factor (ZI) 1.000 1.000 1.000

Roughness coefficient (ZR) 0.980 0.980 0.980

Lubricant speed factor (ZV) 1.000 1.000 1.0009

Hardness ratio coefficient
(ZW) 1.000 1.000 1.000

Load distribution coefficient
(KHB)

1.000 1.000 1.000

Gear surface damage safety
factor SH

1.000 1.000 1.000

Surface
durability

safety factor

1set 0.752 0.804 1.101 0.935 0.635 0.635

3set 1.804 1.929 2.642 2.244 1.524 1.524

Table 6. Specification of planetary gear module external gear.

Carrier Gear Input Reducer Gear Output Reducer Gear Differential Gear

Abbreviation C RI RO D

Type of gear Helical Helical

Module (M) 3.0 3.0

Pressure angle (Degree) 20◦ 20◦

Reference cylinder
helical angle (Degree) 15◦ 15◦

Helical direction L R L R

Number of teeth (Z ea) 54 37 15 68

Modified center
distance (mm) 142.50 130.00

Backlash 0.226 0.171

cos β0 0.96592 0.96592

TANan 0.36397 0.36397

Profile shift coefficient
(Xn) 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1

Axis perpendicular
potential coefficient 0.09659 0.19318 0.19318 0.09659

Front module (ms) 3.10582 3.10582

Front pressure angle
(as)

20.6468 20.6468

Pitch diameter (d0 mm) 167.713 114.915 46.5870 211.194

Base diameter (dg mm) 156.941 107.534 43.5950 197.630

Tip diameter (dk mm) 174.526 122.327 53.9990 218.010

Root diameter (dr mm) 160.549 108.350 40.0220 204.030
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Table 7. Specification of planetary gear module external gear bending strength.

Carrier Gear Input Reducer
Gear

Output Reducer
Gear Differential Gear

Abbreviation C RI RO D

Deep hardness 270 270

Allowable bending stress ( kgf/mm2) 42.5 42.5

Tooth profile coefficient (YF) 2.2380 2.2226 2.4098 2.2226

Load Distribution Factor (YE) 0.66 0.70

Torsion angle coefficient (YB) 0.88 0.88

Life factor (YL) 1.50 1.50

Dimension factor (YFX) 1.00 1.00

Dynamic Load Factor (KV) 1.40 1.40

Overload factor (KO) 1.25 1.25

Bending safety breakage rate (SF) 1.00 1.00

Bending strength
safety factor

1set 2.074 2.088 1.315 1.426

3set 3.637 3.662 2.118 2.297

Table 8. Specification of planetary gear module external gear surface durability.

Carrier Gear Input Reducer
Gear

Output Reducer
Gear

Differential
Gear

Abbreviation C RI RO D

Surface hardness 660 660

Allowable hertz stress ( kg f /mm2) 138 138

Area coefficient (ZH) 0.852 0.836

Material constant coefficient (ZM) 189.8 189.8

Meshing rate coefficient (ZE) 0.852 0.836

Life factor (KHL) 1.300 1.300

Lubricant factor
(ZI)

1.000 1.000

Roughness coefficient (ZR) 0.980 0.980

Lubricant speed factor (ZV) 0.990 0.990

Hardness ratio coefficient (ZW) 1.000 1.000

Load distribution coefficient (KHB) 1.000 1.000

Gear surface damage safety factor SH 1.000 1.000

Surface durability
safety factor

1st 2.465 2.465 1.541 1.541

2nd 4.499 4.499 1.753 1.753

As illustrated in the above table, both a surface durability and bending strength were
obtained. The safety factor of the planetary gear module, internal gear and external gear
are all above 1.2.

3.4. Meshing Efficiency Analysis of Transmission

The reason for calculating the reference efficiency of the gear is that the calculated
value shows how the efficiency of the system varies. Therefore, after the gear specification
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is confirmed, the calculated efficiency of the reference efficiency can be used to determine
the approximate efficiency of the transmission drive mechanism.

Since the efficiency of the planetary gear mechanism is calculated based on the mesh-
ing efficiency of the gear (this is the reference efficiency) when fixing the carrier, it is
possible to increase the efficiency of the planetary gear mechanism by using a gear that has
a high reference efficiency. In the gear device, power loss includes friction loss on the tooth
surface, bearing loss, agitation loss of lubricating oil, and the like. When calculating the
reference efficiency of the gear, it is assumed that the bearing loss is smaller than the gear
surface loss, and that most of the loss is due to gear surface friction loss.

The gear meshing ratio is an important factor affecting gear performance, vibration,
strength, and rotation. In general, gears with a large meshing ratio have low noise and
vibration, flexible rotation, and high strength. In addition, the reference efficiency of the
gear can be obtained by using the gear meshing ratio. It is possible to see how the efficiency
of the system varies through the gear reference efficiency, and it is possible to increase the
efficiency of the planetary gear mechanism by using a gear with a high reference efficiency.

To calculate the gear reference efficiency, calculation of the gear meshing ratio is
preceded. Table 9 summarizes formulas for obtaining the gear meshing ratio and formulas
for gear reference efficiency. Spur gears were used for all sun and planet gears in the
transmission. Helical gears were used as carrier gear, reducer input gear, output gear, and
differential gear. The spur gear was calculated using the formula 15 in Table 9, and the
gear meshing ratio of the helical gear was calculated using formula 18. ε1 is the approach
meshing ratio and ε2 is the retreat meshing ratio. The sum of ε1 and ε2 is the total meshing
ratio. Table 10 summarizes the formulas used to determine the approach meshing ratio, the
retreat meshing ratio, and the tooth pressure angle. Table 11 summarizes the gear meshing
ratio and gear reference efficiency using Tables 9 and 10 [41].

Table 9. Formulas of gear meshing ratio and gear refence efficiency.

Gear Meshing Ratio (ε) Formulas Gear Reference Efficiency Formulas

Spur

√( dk1
2

)2
−
(

dg1
2

)2
+

√( dk2
2

)2
−
(

dg2
2

)2
−ax sin ab

πm cos a0
(15)

Contact of
involute external gear

1 < ε < 2

η =

1− µπ
(

1
z1

+ 1
z2

)(
ε2

1 + ε2
2 + 1− ε1 − ε2

)
(19)

Spur &
Rack

√( dk1
2

)2
−
(

dg1
2

)2
+

hk2−x1m
sin a0

− d01
2 sin a0

πm cos a0
(16)

2 < ε < 3

η = 1− µπ
(

1
z1

+ 1
z2

)
(ε2

1+ε2
2+3−ε1−ε2)

3 (20)

Spur &
Internal

√( dk1
2

)2
−
(

dg1
2

)2
−

√( dk2
2

)2
−
(

dg2
2

)2
+ax sin ab

πm cos a0
(17)

Contact of involute
internal gear

1 < ε < 2

η =

1− µπ
(

1
z1
− 1

z2

)(
ε2

1 + ε2
2 + 1− ε1 − ε2

)
(21)

Helical

√( dk1
2

)2
−
(

dg1
2

)2
+

√( dk2
2

)2
−
(

dg2
2

)2
−ax sin abs

πms cos as
(18)

2 < ε < 3

η = 1− µπ
(

1
z1
− 1

z2

)
(ε2

1+ε2
2+3−ε1−ε2)

3 (22)

Table 10. Base formulas of gear refence efficiency.

ε1 = Z2
2π (tanak2 − tanab) (23)

ε2 = Z1
2π (tanak2 − tanab) (24)

cosak1 =
dg1
dk1

= Z1
Z1+2+2x1

cosac (25)

cosak2 =
dg2
dk2

= Z1
Z2+2+2x2

cosac (26)

invab = invac + 2tanac
x1+x2+

1
2sinac (

Cn
m )

Z1+Z2
(27)
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Table 11. Gear refence efficiency.

Abbreviation SM PM S1 P1 S2 P2 C RI RO D

Number of teeth Z1 Z2 19 32 37 14 32 19 54 37 15 68

Profile shift coefficient x1 x2 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.05

Pitch diameter (d0 mm) d01 d02 38.00 64.00 74.00 28.00 62.00 38.00 167.7 114.9 46.58 211.1

Tip diameter (dk mm) dk1 dk2 43.20 68.40 78.40 33.20 68.40 43.20 174.5 122.3 53.99 218.0

Root diameter (dr mm) dg1 dg2 34.20 59.40 69.40 24.20 59.40 34.20 160.5 108.3 40.02 204.0

Center distance ax 52 52 52 142.5 130.0

Module mt 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.10 3.105

Pressure angle at 20 20 20 20.64 20.64

Friction coefficient µ 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.08

Addendum pressure angle ak1 ak2 35.31 29.14 28.14 38.79 29.14 35.31 26.49 29.25 37.46 25.42

Gear meshing ratio ε1 ε2 0.762 0.908 0.88 0.74 0.90 0.76 0.96 0.88 0.841 0.879

Efficiency (%) η 99.05 98.92 99.05 99.38 99.03

If the meshing efficiencies of gears A and B are η1 and the meshing efficiencies of gears
C and D are η2, the efficiency can be obtained from the following equation.

η0 = η1η2 (28)

The gear efficiency in the planetary gear module obtained by the above formula is
97.993% at the first gear shift, and 98.119% at the second gear shift. This is the median
between the mixed lubrication coefficient and the boundary lubrication coefficient among
the friction coefficients. It is important to note that during actual lubricated operation
a higher efficiency is expected. The overall reference efficiency of the entire gear of the
planetary gearbox is shown in Table 12 below. As a result of the analysis of the reference
efficiency, it was calculated that the first and second stages have a meshing efficiency of
more than 96%.

This is close to the maximum efficiency of a general manual transmission at 96% and
the maximum efficiency of a dual clutch transmission at 95% [42–45].

Table 12. Two-speed transmission gear train efficiency.

1st Gear Train 2nd Gear Train

Efficiency 96.446 96.571

3.5. Two-Speed Transmission Housing Design

Figure 10 shows the two-speed transmission housing design. It consists of the plane-
tary gear unit, reduction gear and differential gear.

Figure 11 shows the two-speed transmission 2D drawing.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a new two-speed transmission which uses multiple planetary gear sets
was designed for electric vehicles. In order to achieve a compact design, each gear is
coaxially placed to reduce space to a minimum. The two-speed transmission design was
carried out with the minimum space to also ensure safety. In the design process, the ring
gear was removed, and the carrier gear was shared, since this would be the weight of the
transmission to be reduced and would further reduce the size of the transmission housing.
The bending strength and surface durability of each gear was calculated, adhering to
the JGMA standard, to ensure safety. Also, by calculating the reference efficiency of the
transmission, the validity of the two-speed transmission design was confirmed.

Finally, through research, the results obtained in this paper are as follows.

(1) An electric vehicle two-speed transmission mechanism was envisioned, and 3D
modeling was undertaken. The number of parts is reduced by means of a mechanism
different from a conventional transmission with each planetary gear and sun gear
coaxially configured to eliminate unnecessary space. The design was made even more
compact by eliminating the ring gear.

(2) The characteristics of the two-speed transmission mechanism, detailed in this paper,
allows for the speed and acceleration of the sun gear to be fixed to “0”. Thus, it is
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judged to be an advantageous structure for automobiles powered by batteries because
of the low shift shock and the low energy required for shifting.

(3) Gear strength calculations were performed both inside and outside the transmission.
The bending strength and the surface durability strength of the gear were calculated,
and it was confirmed that each gear meets JGMA standard safety factors. Thus, the
safety of the transmission is confirmed.

(4) The transmission meshing efficiency was analyzed. It was calculated to allow for
the meshing efficiency of the involute external gear to be calculated. Based on this
calculated result, the reference efficiency of the transmission was then calculated. A
result of 97% of reference efficiency in the transmission was obtained. The reference
efficiency for the first gear shift was 96.4466%, while for the second gear the reference
efficiency was calculated as 96.5712%.

In the future, it is considered that research on various transmissions suitable for
utilization, such as output specifications and driving methods, is necessary. Therefore,
we plan to conduct future research to modularize the transmission and select and use
it according to the usage environment. In addition, there is a plan to improve technical
factors through trial production.
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